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Johnson plays like an MVP as Hawks stun MVP Rose, Bulls

He scores 34 as Atlanta takes opener

David Haugh

In the Wake of the News

11:26 PM CDT, May 2, 2011

On Tuesday afternoon, Derrick Rose will humbly 
accept the NBA Most Valuable Player trophy as the 
league's youngest recipient ever. 
 
He will have to force a smile. 
 
Along with every Bulls fans watching — and 
suddenly worrying. 
 
In a stunning, uninspired 103-95 loss Monday night 
to the Hawks, Joe Johnson did what everybody 
expected Rose to do. Johnson dominated from start to 
finish no matter who tried to guard him, scoring 34 
points in giving the Bulls a defeat for which many 
were unprepared. 
 
Nobody more than the supposed No. 1 seed in the playoffs. 
 
If the insults won't be hard enough for the Bulls to endure, add injury too. Rose came down 
awkwardly on his left ankle in the closing seconds while applying ball pressure to Jamal Crawford. A 
night that was supposed to mark the return of the Bulls' swagger ended, fittingly, with a limp. 
 
It was the same ankle Rose sprained in the Pacers series, though he stressed treatment will make him 
ready by Wednesday's Game 2. 
 
"If anything it can't get any worse than this," Rose said. 
 
He was talking about the ankle. He could have said the same thing about the game. 
 
We in Chicago are used to seeing a Hawks team raise its game for May playoff games at the United 
Center. But who expected this group of Hawks to do so against the Bulls? 
 
This shouldn't happen to a Bulls team that was 18 victories better than the Hawks in the regular 
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season. The best perimeter defender on the Hawks, former Bull Kirk Hinrich, didn't play and the Bulls 
didn't take advantage. The Bulls didn't take anything the Hawks didn't want them to. 
 
"Our intensity wasn't right," coach Tom Thibodeau said. 
 
And whose fault is that? 
 
Rose must have received the MVP memo at halftime and realized it was time to start acting like it. 
After getting outscored in the first two quarters by counterpart Jeff Teague — who? — Rose resumed 
his familiar role in the second half when he scored 19 of his 24 points. 
 
If the officials were leaked Rose's good news too, they neglected to give him the MVP treatment. For 
the first time since playing the Raptors last Dec. 15, Rose didn't attempt a free throw. 
 
"The game was kind of crazy, I don't really know why," Rose said. 
 
Just as mysterious was why the Bulls started as if they had spent their five-day layoff somewhere 
cold. They shot 29 percent in the first quarter. Rose missed his first seven shots. They looked so rusty 
that at halftime, instead of Gatorade, Thibodeau handed out bottles of WD-40. 
 
Jim Cornelison delivered an unforgettable rendition of the national anthem as most of the crowd stood 
and clapped in the Blackhawks tradition, but then the Bulls looked flat falling behind 9-0. I wonder if 
that means we can count on an instrumental version of "The Star-Spangled Banner," before Game 2. 
 
The Bulls were outhustled for loose balls. Help defense lagged. Except for the rare dunk, Carlos 
Boozer again looked as if he couldn't outjump 51-year-old former Hawk Dominique Wilkins in a 
designer suit near the bench. If not for Luol Deng, who played with energy his teammates lacked, the 
Hawks might have built an early 20-point lead. 
 
Asked what the Bulls need to do to avoid such lackadaisical starts, Rose did what leaders do. He 
indicted everybody with a challenge, including himself. 
 
"Prepare better," he said. "Our approach to the game has to be different." 
 
The Atlanta Pacers aren't going away. Is Zaza Pachulia Russian for Jeff Foster? 
 
Give the Hawks credit. They shot 51 percent from the field. Jamal Crawford could be sitting behind a 
railing in the 300 level, have beer splashed into his eye and he would still think he had a good enough 
look to shoot. Crawford killed his former team with 22 points. 
 
Teague filled in well enough defensively to limit Rose to 11 of 27 shooting and earn the game ball 
from Hawks coach Larry Drew. Johnson was the best player on the floor. 
 
The Bulls responded as if their biggest concern this week would be what shelf they should put their 
new trophies won by Thibodeau and Rose. They settled for letting the Hawks establish the tempo. 
They allowed a team inferior on the inside outrebound them 38-37. They lacked urgency. 
 
"I don't think we underestimated the Hawks," Joakim Noah said. 
 
His words said one thing. The Bulls' actions suggested another. 
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With superior depth and talent, not to mention the newly anointed MVP, the Bulls have no excuse to 
let this series last longer than five games. They played as if they expected that. As if they felt entitled 
to win at home instead of feeling they had to earn it. 
 
The Bulls have plenty of work to do Tuesday before and after Rose's trophy presentation. Frankly the 
timing couldn't be worse. 
 
Twitter @DavidHaugh 
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